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Following a sexual assault report, victims are propelled into the criminal justice system and faced with an array of strangers, 

each with his or her own role in the response, investigation, or prosecution of the crime.  Victims are often interviewed by 
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challenges, some state legislatures have passed laws providing them with the right to have a victim advocate or personal 
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compilation is current as of December 2012.3 

RATIONALE 
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advocates play an important role for victims of sexual assault by providing support and guidance, regardless of whether or 
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an advocate for emotional support.  Advocates can also answer any questions the victim might have regarding the exam and 
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of an advocate, who is trained to provide comfort and support for a victim, may help minimize the traumatic impact of the 
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right to have an advocate or personal representative present during the medical forensic exam.

VICTIM NOTIFICATION

Among the eight states that provide for the presence of a victim advocate, there are different approaches to how the law 
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statutory requirement represents a proactive approach on behalf of the legislature, providing support for victims of sexual 
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sexual assault counselor and one other support person present during the exam.6 Health care providers are required to give 
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be detrimental to the purpose of the exam. 
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present during any medical forensic exam to which she has consented.7( (G2( %+(>3#%/)1+%3*( $8'(8'3#$8( ,31'(&1)9%-'1(!"2$(
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discretion to exclude a sexual assault advocate from an exam if the advocate interferes with or delays emergency medical 

treatment of a victim. 
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and availability for an advocate to be present during the medical exam.8((A'4(B'12':(#34(322%.+2($8%2(1'2&)+2%F%#%$:($)($8'(
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hospital “shall advise the victim of the availability of the services of a local rape crisis or victim assistance organization, if any, 

to accompany the victim through the sexual offense examination.”10(M)$8(A'4(B'12':(3+-(A'4(C)15(&1)9%-'(/)1(3+('<,'&$%)+(

where emergency medical care is necessary.  

NO NOTIFICATION REQUIRED
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law provides for the presence of a victim advocate during any medical forensic exam upon the request of the victim or the 
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“proceeding related to the offense” to include exams of the victim for injuries related to the charged offense at an emergency 
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request of the victim shall not be denied access to any proceedings related to the offense.14 
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the law states that there are no grounds for excluding otherwise admissible evidence based on whether or not a personal 

representative was allowed to be present during a medical forensic exam. Additionally, the fact of whether or not a victim 

requested a personal representative to be present during the exam may not be used as evidence in a criminal case. 
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or other health care facility and to be present during the sexual assault exam.17(78%2( #34(%2(&31$()/( $8'(V%,$%!2()/(O'<"3#(
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not receiving the assistance they require in dealing with the physical and psychological trauma of sexual assault.”18(78'(

Victims of Sexual Assault Act was enacted to provide education and services to victims throughout the process of a criminal 

investigation and prosecution and to serve the long-term goals of victim recovery and crime prevention. 

CONCERNS AND CAUTIONS 
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are being protected. Many states address these concerns by providing for legal privilege between the victim and an advocate, 
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advocate, counselor, or representative many not be compelled to testify to or disclose communications with the victim, made 
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privilege of communication between a victim of sexual assault and their advocate, counselor or representative. 
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CONCLUSION 
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the medical forensic exam provides immediate support and also presents the opportunity for victims to be informed of 
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victims the option of having an advocate present during a medical forensic exam, regardless of whether there is a statutory 

1'I"%1'!'+$6((78%2(F'2$(&13,$%,'(%2(1',)!!'+-'-(%+($8'(National Protocol for Sexual Assault Medical Forensic Examinations20 

32(4'##(32(!3+:(2$3$'(&1)$),)#2(/)1(2'<"3#(3223"#$(1'2&)+2'6(78'(National Protocol calls for victim-centered care during the 
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support, crisis intervention, and advocacy to victims, their families, and friends.”21 
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legal tool for victim advocates and health care providers to offer guidance and support for victims of sexual assault. For the 

full text of these state laws and other legal issues faced by advocates and victims of sexual assault please see http://www.

aequitasresource.org/library.cfm.
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